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High school English teacher Skyler Foxe swears heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s done being an amateur sleuth.

Instead, heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢d rather concentrate on his career as a teacher and on his hot boyfriend and

head football coach Keith Fletcher, who is busy with football practice and an interesting new player

that puts Keith in the spotlight for a change. But Skyler encounters a few homegrown surprises of

his own, not the least of which is the unwelcome appearance of one of KeithÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s old flames.

What does HE want? And then Skyler is confronted with two shocking bits of news in his own

backyard that makes him rethink his own future plans, whatever those are. But all that gets put

aside when a murder occurs in plain sight at an outdoor concert. Skyler, his Scooby Gang, and

even Keith join in to investigate a murder thatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s far too close to home.
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Haley Walsh tried acting, but decided the actor's life was not for her. Instead, she became a

successful graphic designer in Los Angeles, her hometown. After fifteen years of burning money in

the '80s and early '90s, she retired from the graphics industry and turned her interests toward

writing novels. She became a freelance newspaper reporter, wrote articles for quirky magazines,

published award-winning short stories, and writes an acclaimed series of medieval mysteries

(www.JeriWesterson.com). FOXE TAIL is her first m/m mystery, followed by FOXE HUNT and

OUT-FOXED. FOXE DEN, a novella of Skyler and Friends holiday stories, was followed by the next

Skyler Foxe Mystery, FOXE FIRE, and then came DESERT FOXE. After this novella, watch for



CRAZY LIKE A FOXE in 2016. www.SkylerFoxeMysteries.com. And don't forget to friend her on

Facebook skylerfoxe.mysteries.

The Skyler Foxe series is populated by characters we all know, people we work and socialize with.

They find themselves in the most outlandish predicaments, but working together, even when they

start out at cross purposes, they find their way out. Get the entire Skyler Foxe series, you will love it.

And with this latest installment the series just keeps getting better and better. Can't wait for the next

one; even though I find myself yelling at the page when one of the heroes does something

particularly dangerous or foolish, often both. You will be crazy for this Foxe.

I find myself reading through each new book as soon as it arrives. I feel like I know the ongoing

characters well, I enjoy the unfolding "who done it," and I appreciate the maturing of the characters

as friendships and relationships evolve. The mysteries have also become more complex as have

the characters' lives.Redlands, CA proves a great backdrop for the the various characters and

adventures -- l feel totally engaged in real time when reading.

The relationship between high school teachers Skyler and Keith continues to develop and mature

as they work their way through solving another local murder mystery. The murder isn't all the difficult

to figure out, but there are plenty of other distractions going on to move the story forward. I've

enjoyed most of the books in this series and find that the author's writing and character

development is improving with each book.

I've purchased them all -- Books 1 thru 7 -- just a fun read and with good characters -- you can't

beat that!

Love this series. Surely as it goes it getting a little too predictable, but I just ordered the next one.

I wait patiently ( which is excruciating) for another Skyler Foxe story. Skyler only wants to be helpful

but ends up in sticky situations that tend to get himself and friends into trouble. I couldn't put the

book down and cannot wait for the next!!!

Great book and series



This was so good that once I started reading it, I could not put it down except to get food, drink and

popcorn. I read it from beginning to end in less than 7 hours.
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